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Abstract: Narrative is a story and it can be conveyed through pictures, poetry, fiction, songs, non-fiction 
and speech as well. Literary devices are the strategies that authors use to tell their stories. At the point 
when in the composition mode, its telling is relegated to a unique person; it turns into a procedure 
utilized by that person. This individual who is transferred the obligation of portrayal is the narrator and 
his point of view fills in as a crystal through which thoughts are transmitted to the readers. A narrator 
confines the past, holds the present and readies the reader for the future. With the emergence of Joseph 
Conard and Henry James on the literary scene, the novel has turned into an aesthetic enterprise. Prior, 
until the mid-twentieth century, the moral and mimetic functions were viewed as generally essential. In 
the mid-twenties, the great emphasis was laid on the system part of the novel as it helped the writer an 
awesome arrangement in introducing his theme and subject-matter effectively and convincingly. 
Underlining the significance of procedure in present day fiction, Mark Schorer comments, “When we 
speak of technique, then we speak of nearly everything. For technique id the means by which the 
writer’s experience which is his subject-matter, compels him to attend to it; technique is the only means 
he has of discovering, exploring, developing his subject, of conveying its meaning, and finally, of 
evaluating it.” (Schorer 67).Thus, it basically infers the utilization of the right procedure by the writer in 
introducing his theme completely. The value of literary device in fiction has been perceived by authors 
and critics. It is thought to be a critical instrument in introduction, understanding and assessment of 
the novel. Researchers have said various methods for portrayal or methods of portrayal running from 
two to hyperbolic figure a million. Henry James communicates the outrageous view on the quantity of 
methods of portrayal as million. “The house of fiction has not one window, but a million. There are in 
fact five million ways to tell a story, each of the justified if it provides a center for the work.” (James 22)  

 
Introduction: Henry James by demonstrating the hyperbolic figure of five million basically infers that 
there are a few methods of portrayal which vary with one writer then onto the next. To put it, some of 
literary devices are foreshadowing, flashback, dialogue, tone, theme, shift in time, setting, symbolism, 
interior monologue, stream of consciousness etc. Perspective is the point of view from which a writer 
recounts the story. It figures out which characters' feelings and thoughts are open to the reader. There 
are three perspectives to display an account: first person perspective when the storyteller is one of the 
characters: he takes an interest in the activity and furthermore remarks on the occasions, third person 
perspective when the storyteller portrays the story in a target way portraying the mental conditions of 
many characters and omniscient perspective where the storyteller is God like and can also make his 
presence felt with authorial interruptions. Flashback is another essential literary device utilized by the 
writer. A flashback uncovers something about the story or characters that the reader doesn't know. 
Flashbacks regularly set up occasions that will happen in the story or clarify a character's intentions in 
light of past behavior. It can give essential background information that can both clear up and propel 
the story, as long as they don't confound the reader. Foreshadowing is the following essential device 
used to indicate things to come. The intention is to make strain inside the reader by suggesting 
conceivable situations for later use in the story. Portending can be a valuable strategy to recommend 
circumstances for later determination. Tone is simply the route in which an author conveys what needs 
be in a story, utilizing sword choice or diction and imagery. Regularly writers pass on tone through the 
style of their composition. Tone enables the writer to impart his emotions toward specific issues and 
with respect to specific characters. This  enables the reader to decide how to feel about the topic. 
Dialogue is another device that writers use to recount their stories. Dialogue is immediate discourse 
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between two characters. Authors frequently mean exchange with quotes and a discourse label like "he 
said" or "she whispered." Through dialogue, writers can make scenes in which characters address each 
other and voice their feelings and thoughts. Writers additionally utilize moves in time within novels as a 
literary device by utilizing foreshadowing and flashback. Writers may also utilize a frame story, an 
auxiliary story that isn't the fundamental story of the novel however through which the primary story is 
told. A frame story may, as in Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness, be a character later on recollecting 
what has occurred before. A frame story may also be, as in Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights, a 
character learning of the main story as the reader does. Another significant literary device is symbolism. 
A symbol is a thing that connotes something different. Symbols in fiction are frequently vague. For 
example, in The Great Gatsby, a significant part of the takes underneath the eyes of an advertisement. 
One could contend that these eyes symbolize any things: They may be the eyes of God or the eyes of the 
reader or the eyes of Nick, the story's narrator. A few readers have even deciphered the eyes as an image 
of consumer culture. The themes are thoughts that regularly repeat throughout the story. Writers 
frequently need to pass on a general message in writing, which is contained in the subject. The theme is 
passed on through events in the story and images. Setting contains components, for example, historical 
period, hour, culture and geography. Plot is formed with the assistance of a proper setting. Setting is the 
place and when and where a story happens. The term "setting" is regularly used to allude to the social 
milieu in which the events of a novel happen. The term "setting" is often used to refer to the social 
milieu in which the events of a novel occur. Novels which I have taken up for analysis are “The Dark 

Room” and “The World of Nagaraj” by R .K. Narayan's. Like the Panchatantra, Narayan's stories and 
novels are not “conclusive." While analyzing a novel, it is critical to recognize these strategies in order to 
reveal insight into the routes in which they work in the story. The choice of the literary devices relies on 
the kind and nature of experience the novelist wishes to convey and the topical, creative and mental 
impacts he needs to deliver. It’s prudent business, in this manner, goes far in deciding the 
accomplishment of a novel. The title Indian English Fiction gets our thoughtfulness regarding a sort of 
fiction which is different from English fiction itself. Indian English fiction has been battling for its 
reasonable origination since its time of inception. Almost certainly, today it is acclimatized in the rubric 
of Post Colonial Literature. Postcolonial criticism includes analysis of literary texts delivered in nations 
and societies that have gone under the control of European frontier powers eventually ever. Post 
colonialism relates the experience of the individuals of the third world. This is about the general 
population whom Gayatri Spivak tended to as subalterns. After decolonization the colonized individuals 
so far cleared to the trifled and periphery and denigrated by the colonizing West as barbaric and 
uncivilized, battled their way back to the middle. The systems embraced by the postcolonial writers to 
'write back to the Empire' were numerous and differed. Destroying Narratives by re-inscribing, 
polyphony, rejuvenating the rich cultural heritage of the past, and reinstating indigenous wisdom were a 
portion of the strategies presented by the authors of the period to attest their uniqueness and make 
national identity. As a piece of building up the recovered self or character, attempts have been made to 
rework Eurocentric historiography by methods for instinctive bits of knowledge and perceptions of the 
East. Recasting and reinterpreting myths and legends turn into a common practice among writers in 
order to make their works privately situated as opposed to globally relevant. The traditional monologue 
technique for portrayal took after by the real European authors in their stupendous stories offers 
approach to polyphonic portrayal with numerous voices of narrators. Sequentially ordered portrayal is 
supplanted by non-linear and fragmented presentation. The stream of consciousness technique which 
empowers the author to portray the running thoughts of the characters and the workings of their 
mindscape is supplemented by ultra-present day innovative methods by investigating the possibility of 
the digital world. The postmodern propensity of deserting omniscient authorship becomes noticeable in 
the novels of the period. The omnipresent narrator who puts on a show to know everything and who 
makes judgment upon characters offers approach to  multi-voiced or polyphonic accounts because 
nobody can know the workings of the brain of others. As point of view is non-direct, divided portrayal is 
taken after to give a reasonable depiction of the attitude of individuals. It was very confusing for the 
Indian writers who picked language of their colonizers to express their natural sensibilities, cultural 
experiences and considerations. Yet, Indian authors embraced, supported and made English language 
their own. As Prof. K.R.S. Iyengar watches, “English has become ours: it is not less ours for being 
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primarily the Englishman’s or the American’s; and Indo-Anglian literature too is our literature, the 
literature, which, with all its limitations, still taught us to be a new nation and a new people.” (Iyengar 
8). A great number of novels published between 1930 and 1965 uncover the impact of western custom of 
the long prose narrative methods. M.K. Anand through his unpretentious style and fragile feeling of 
shape conveyed the western procedure and frame to flawlessness in his fiction. He utilizes dramatic 
method for narrating. The surrealism of his books makes it incomprehensible for him to present all 
around well constructed plots. His fiction has no organic unity. They are brimming with separable 
episodes and characters that fill no need in assisting the plot. His Untouchable (1935) nearly helps us to 
remember Joyce's Ulysses, with its stream of consciousness technique. Unlike Anand, R. K. Narayan's 
account style more often than not takes after the traditional pattern. His portrayal is for the most part 
free from contriving or jumpiness. His infrequent utilization of imagery is for the most part coordinate 
and unadorned. Yet, his ability for innovation is clear from The Guide (1965) where he handles the 
modern fictional strategies, for example, interior monologue, flashback and stream of consciousness. 
Raja Rao's literary devices are altogether unique in relation to that of Narayan and Anand. Indian 
idioms, locution and usages specifically rendered into English. He injected his language with a 
technique which was to remain on in Indian English Literature. Some time before Salman Rushdie and 
Arundhati Roy he made an English idiom for India. Khushwanti Singh who has composed modest 
handful of novels, for example, Train to Pakistan (1956) and I Shall not Hear the Nightingale (1959) has 
utilized immediate and unadorned narrative. Bhabhani Bhattacharya utilizes a completely extraordinary 
story techniques and idioms. Though narrating a single story he subdivides it into a few subplots 
supplementing each other. Manohar Malgonkar like Bhattacharya has ability for lively story telling. In 
telling stories of Distant Drum (1962), A Bend in the Ganges (1964) and Combat of Shadows (1962) he 
shows a sense of economical issues in phrasing and detail. He writes in a strikingly British Indian and 
appreciated narrative gusto, perfect plots regularly with chronicled background. Anita Desai portrays 
the aggravated existences of middle class women in a viably wonderful and reminiscent language. Later 
Shashi Deshpade additionally composed movingly of the residential individual existences of middle class 
women. In 1981 the publication of Rushdie's Midnight Children got a noteworthy change the way Indian 
English fiction came to be written. It demolished the steady type of Indian English Novel. Midnight 
Children is composed with an uncommon verbal verve what's more, utilizes a shocking narrative and 
linguistic traditions. This novel broke inhibitions and taboos urging Indians to try different things with a 
new content and form of fiction. The Golden Gate (1986) by Vikram Sheth turned out to be another 
literary supernatural occurrence in Indian writing in English after Rushdie's Midnight Children. Its 
uniqueness lies in the way that it is the first novel in verse by an Indian author. Seth is a juggler of words 
with gigantic control over them. Amitav Ghosh started to take a develop perspective of Indian reality 
and took care of new methods and techniques with more noteworthy confidence and clarity by testing 
new strategies to express original thoughts. The most extraordinary nature of Ghosh's writings is the 
engrossing play of time and space. He competently moves forward and backward in time and space, 
while portraying life in both fiction and true to life. The diversity and richness of the new Indian written 
work is seen in the fictions of V.S. Naipol, Bapsi Sidhwa, Bharathi Mukherji, Shobha De, Rohinton 
Mistry and others. Indian English Literature before Bhagat's emergence in the Indian artistic scene was 
well off as far as structure and content. However, in stating their identity in postcolonial time, the 
writers to be confounded in their narration and content. However, the writers before Bhagat couldn't 
relate the normal Indian adolescents as the basic Indian youth has never been an eager reader and 
Indian writers were thought to be too tasteful to be in any way understood by the common youth.  
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